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i was born in 1926 in highland park, michigan. my parents had five children, so we were a big family. when i was eight years old, my father left home. then i
lived with my mother's sister, my aunt, in dearborn heights, michigan. i hated that. it was a one-story house. i remember in school, i had to cross the street to
go to the next school. the president's chair, an emblem for the distinguished university of rochester, is a gold-painted oak armchair on the podium of john s.

whitney hall, headquarters for all activities of the university of rochester and of the rochester institute of technology. the chair was donated in memory of
president henry p. whitney by his son, william l. whitney of the whitney can company, in 1906. the president's chair is a focal point in the university's

hallowed halls. it marks a gateway to the priceless traditions, leadership, and continuity embodied in the university for over a century. william l. whitney was
chairman of whitney can company, which made model a and model t automobiles, as well as numerous other models. the whitney can company established
the modern metal can making industry. the whitney name became synonymous with quality and longevity. president john s. whitney played a pivotal role in

the creation of the university and was instrumental in the founding of many academic departments and created the university's department of chemical
engineering and department of engineering physics. once a student or faculty member is appointed to the president's chair, they become the memory of the

university, but they remain in the chair only as long as the university remains in continuous existence. the chair serves as a link between the past and the
present, linking our predecessors to our fellow alumni and friends. it is a symbol of our shared history, tradition and purpose.
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master sgt. mathew
hotovec, 30th civil

engineer squadron lead
engineer, talks with col.

michael hunsberger, 30th
mission support group
commander, during a
training event nov. 5,

2019, at march air reserve
base, calif. as the msg

commander, hunsberger
would be the approving
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authority for any ce actions
taken in a real-world

situation, so it was vitally
important for him to visit

and take part in the
training. (u.s. photo by
senior airman clayton

wear) the art of conducting
hunsberger pdf download
mark davis scatterday is

professor of conducting at
the university of rochesters

eastman school of music
and conductor of the

eastman wind ensemble.
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scatterday joined a
prestigious line of

conductors in the past
sixty-plus years of the
internationally famed

ensemble frederick fennell,
clyde roller, and donald
hunsberger. since his

appointment, he has led
the ewe on tours of japan,
taiwan, china, canada, the
us, and europe. individual

country data are not
suitable to assess national
trends of youth health and
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wellbeing. however,
harmonisation of existing

data might be a good
starting point for further
cross-country research.

harmonisation of data can
either be based on existing

data that are pooled or
combined from several

data sources, or by
creating a new cross-

european database. after
harmonisation, it is also
possible to combine the

results for children,
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adolescents and/or adults.
in general, bmi, based on

weight and height, has
been shown to predict

mortality. a meta-analysis
of prospective studies,

including >1 million
people, found that for

every 2.78 kg/m² increase
in bmi, the risk of death
doubled [ 71 ]. analysing
existing data is important
for public health, but the

european health interview
survey (ehis) only
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measures bmi, rather than
including detailed dietary

information or the potential
effect of other confounding

factors such as lifestyle
and physical activity. we

therefore explored if
existing eurobarometer
data could be used to

understand the association
between bmi and the

metabolic syndrome in
european adults. it was

found that 63% of
overweight participants
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had at least one metabolic
syndrome component in
their own country. the

proportion of participants
with one or more metabolic

syndrome components
ranged from 8%

(netherlands) to 62%
(iceland). the reasons for

the large variation in
prevalence are discussed,
and it is argued that the
data could be used for

monitoring public health
and for increasing
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awareness among health
care workers. 5ec8ef588b
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